Mixed oxides prosthetic ceramic ball heads. Part 1: effect of the ZrO2 fraction on the wear of ceramic on polythylene joints.
Although mixed oxides ceramics have been indicated in the literature as a promising compromise between strength and wear, to the authors' knowledge no reports are available on the influence of the percentage of zirconia in ceramic femoral heads when sliding against polyethylene cups. Two types of mixed oxides ceramic ball heads (alumina plus, respectively, 60 and 80% of zirconia) were compared to pure zirconia and pure alumina heads in terms of wear behaviour against UHMWPE in a hip joint simulator. Polyethylene cups and ceramic femoral heads were fixed on a simulator apparatus with a sinusoidal movement and load in presence of bovine calf serum. The experimental results did not show significant difference between the two experimental ceramic materials or in comparison with pure materials. Considering that all specimens, regardless of the material, had the same level of surface roughness, this roughness factor seems to have a more relevant role than the mix of oxides used to manufacture the ceramic head. Wear tests are conducted on materials used in prosthetic hip implants in order to obtain quality control and to acquire further knowledge of the tribological processes that involve joint prostheses, therefore reducing the risk of implant failure of innovative prostheses.